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Effect of Pore Geometry on Nanoconfined Bulk-Gas Flow Behavior
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In order to improve energy consumption structure in Guizhou province, China, the efficient development of shale gas becomes more and more important. However, the theoretical understanding, towards microscopic gas flow mechanism, is still weak and insufficient. Although many models have been established, one part of them fails to cover all flow mechanisms, and the other part contains several fitting parameters. Moreover, nanopores can be divided into circular pore and slit pore in accordance with pore geometry. For cylindrical nanopores, by fully comparing with the existed models, a new bulk-gas transport model is proposed by weight superposition of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion, in which weight factors are obtained by Wu’s model and Knudsen’s model, respectively. For slit pores, an analytical equation for bulk-gas flow is proposed as well, which is free of any fitting parameters. The reliability of the proposed models has been clarified. The impacts of reservoir pressure, pore scale, and gas flow mechanism on bulk-gas flow behavior in process of shale gas development are analyzed. It is found that gas transport capacity of slit nanopores is significantly higher than that of cylindrical nanopores at the same pore scale. For slit nanopores, the larger the aspect ratio, the stronger bulk-gas transmission capacity. As the established models are free of fitting parameters and can be applied into the entire Kn range with sufficient accuracy, the research will greatly benefit shale gas development.

1. Introduction

In Guizhou province, China, shale gas is an emerging unconventional natural gas resource, and its development has the potential to reduce local coal combustion. Unlike conventional oil/gas reservoirs, pore size in shale rock is fairly small, falling in the nanoscale, which leads to the inapplicability of the traditional Navier-Stocks equation to describe gas flow behavior. Gas transmission characteristics in nanopores have attracted more and more attention [1, 2]. Karacan and Siriwardane et al. reported that the diameter of matrix pores is less than 10 nm, several times molecular diameter [3, 4]. Howard shows that the pore radius of Frio shale falls in the 5–15 nm range [5]. Nelson experimentally measured that the minimum pore radius in shale is about 5 nm and the maximum pore radius is about 100 nm [6]. In nanoscale, the gas velocity on the pore wall is no longer zero, and the classical Navier-Stokes equation cannot describe the bulk-gas transmission capacity [7–9].

Establishment of a model, suitable for characterizing the gas transmission characteristics in nanopores, will greatly enhance the prediction accuracy of shale gas production performance.

Up to now, the methods, used to describe the bulk-gas transport capacity in nanopores, can be divided into two categories, including molecular simulation as well as analytical equation. Molecular simulation mainly includes lattice Boltzmann [10], direct Monte Carlo [11, 12], and molecular dynamic simulation [13, 14]. MD method calculates the position, energy, and state of each molecules across the whole simulation time, which can accurately simulate the gas transmission characteristics in nanopores. While a single simulation case requires huge computing resources, moreover the simulation timespan is very short, usually less than nanosecond, which fails to meet the realistic physical process in shale [15–17]. In contrast, the analytical model has the advantages of simple calculation and strong practicability, and it can analyze the characteristics of bulk-gas
transmission in extreme cases. It may reveal phenomena that are difficult to be simulated by molecular simulation and experiment. Meanwhile, its deficiency is the limited scope of application. Although many analytical models have been established, some of them do not cover all flow mechanisms, the other part contains several fitting parameters, which often have a great impact on the accuracy of the model.

In 1937, Adzumi studied the flow characteristics of gas in capillary by a large number of experiments and proposed that the determination of fluid flow mechanism depends on Knudsen number. Based on this, the flow mechanism is divided into viscous flow, transition flow, and Knudsen diffusion and developed a full-Kn model by weight superposition of viscous flow and Knudsen diffusion. Unfortunately, Adzumi did not give the specific expression of the weight factor [18–20]. Liu et al. [21] gave the specific expression of the weight factor, but the established bulk-gas transmission model is limited to the case when the Knudsen number is less than 1. Ertekin et al. [22] refer to the existing concept of weight factor to couple Knudsen diffusion and Fick diffusion, but the weight factor will not change with Knudsen number, which quite conflicts with simulation results and experimental data. Azom and Javadpour and Singh and Javadpour [23, 24] linearly added slippage flow and Knudsen diffusion and obtained the full Knudsen number transmission model, but it contains a fitting parameter. Based on the basic theory proposed by Adzumi, Agulera et al. [25] give the weight coefficient, but it also contains three fitting parameters. Beskok and Karniadakis [26] corrected the slippage flow by introducing the molecular sparsity coefficient and extended the formula to the full Knudsen range, but the model contains three fitting parameters. The model proposed by Wu and Xiangfang [27] is based on Beskok’s model and takes the intermolecular collision frequency and the collision frequency between molecules and wall as the weight coefficient, including three fitting parameters. Rahamanian et al. [28] referred to the empirical coefficient proposed by Agulera and gave a gas transport model suitable for nanopores with different cross sections, while it includes three fitting parameters. Comparing the established models with the molecular simulation results, it is found that most of the models suffer low accuracy, especially for the slippage flow and transition flow stage.

Because the minerals, forming shale rock, are different in chemical composition, lattice structure, particle size, and petrophysical properties, as a result, the type and size of the formed intergranular, interlayer, and intergranular pores are also different [29–31]. In this paper, the nanopores in the reservoir are simplified into two types, including cylindrical pores and slit pores. As for circular pores, by fully comparing the existed bulk-gas transport models and analyzing their advantages and disadvantages [14, 32], the weight factors of molecular free diffusion and slippage flow are derived, respectively, by referring to Knudsen’s model and Wu’s model. For slit nanopores, based on the proposed model for cylindrical nanopores, an analytical model of bulk-gas transmission is established for the first time by modifying the corresponding weight factor coefficients. The established bulk-gas transport models do not contain fitting parameters and are suitable for the full Knudsen number range. On this basis, the effects of pore morphology, pore scale, and reservoir pressure on gas bulk phase transmission capacity are studied, and the variation characteristics of bulk-gas transmission capacity in different development stages of shale gas are quantitatively analyzed.

2. Nanoconfined Bulk-Gas Flow
Mechanism with Different Pore Geometry

Knudsen number is defined as the ratio of the free path of gas molecules to representative pore size of porous media, characterizing the rarefaction effect of gas [33]. Then, based on the Knudsen number, Schaaf divides the bulk-gas transport mechanism into four basic types [34], namely, continuous flow, slippage flow, transition flow, and Knudsen diffusion. Among them, continuous flow, slippage flow, and Knudsen diffusion had formed a relatively complete theoretical system after years of research. However, accurate description upon the characteristics of transition flow is still challenging.

\[
Kn = \frac{\lambda}{d},
\]

(1)

where \(\lambda\) is the average free path of gas molecules, \(m\); \(d\) is the pore diameter, \(m\).

Taking methane as an example, the molecular effective radius is 0.4 nm. The variation relationship of the average molecular free path with reservoir pressure and temperature is given below.

\[
\lambda = \frac{k_B T}{\sqrt{2\pi \delta_m^2 p}},
\]

(2)

where \(\delta_m\) is the effective radius of gas molecules, \(m\); \(K_B\) is the Boltzmann constant. Average molecular free path increases with the increase of temperature, but the trend is not sensitive and only plays a slight role when pressure is lower than 1 MPa. The change of pressure has a great influence on this value, and the molecular average free path will gradually increase with the decrease of pressure, and the increasing range will become larger. For specific scale reservoir pores, the reservoir temperature can be regarded as a fixed value, but the decrease of reservoir pressure will increase the Knudsen number rapidly, leading to the variation of gas flow mechanism. Therefore, a single flow mechanism equation is not suitable for unconventional gas reservoir development. Moreover, the pore types of nanopores are complex, and the study of nanopores alone cannot meet the actual needs. It is urgent to establish a high-precision cross-scale gas bulk transport equation suitable for different cross-sections. Next, bulk-gas transport equations of circular tube holes and slit holes in different Knudsen number ranges are introduced.

2.1. Cylindrical Nanopore. When \(Kn < 0.001\), the gas nanopore transport mechanism is continuous flow, and the intermolecular collision dominates the transport process. At this time, the flow characteristics can be characterized by the nonslip Navier-Stokes equation [35].
\[ J_{yc} = -\frac{r^2 p}{8\mu_g RT} \frac{dp}{dl}, \]

where \( J_{yc} \) represents the continuous flow transmission capacity, mol/(m²·s); \( r \) is the pore radius of porous medium; \( m; p \) is the fluid flow pressure, Pa; \( \mu_g \) is the gas viscosity, Pa·s; \( R \) is the general gas constant, J/(mol·K); \( T \) is the temperature of the fluid, K; and \( l \) is the distance in the gas flow direction, m.

When the Knudsen number is between 0.001 and 0.1, the gas nanopore transmission mechanism is slippage flow, the collision frequency between gas molecules and wall increases gradually, and the nonslippage condition breaks down. Then, it is found that satisfactory results can be obtained by modifying the slip boundary conditions [36–46].

\[ J_{ys} = -\frac{r^2 p}{8\mu_g RT} \left( 1 + \frac{4Kn}{1 - bKn} \right) \frac{dp}{dl}. \]

Among them, \( J_{ys} \) characterizing the slip flow transmission capacity of gas circular tube hole, mol/(m²·s); \( b \) is the gas slippage constant. When the value is 0, it represents the first-order slippage condition, and when the value is -1, it represents the second-order slippage condition. Moreover, according to a large number of molecular simulation and experimental data, the fitting effect of the second-order slippage condition is obviously better than that of the first-order, so the expression of nanopore phase transport of gas slippage flow can be simplified as follows:

\[ J_{ys} = -\frac{r^2 p}{8\mu_g RT} \left( 1 + \frac{4Kn}{1 + K_n} \right) \frac{dp}{dl}. \]

When the Knudsen number is greater than 10, the transmission mechanism of gas nanopores is Knudsen diffusion, the collision frequency between gas molecules continues to decline, and the collision frequency between molecules and wall dominates the transmission process, which can be expressed by Knudsen equation [16, 26, 27].

\[ J_{yk} = -\frac{d}{3} \sqrt{\frac{8}{\pi RTM}} \frac{dp}{dl}. \]

In view of the dominant collision between gas molecules and wall, the influence of wall roughness on gas diffusion must be considered. The coarser the wall, the weaker the gas diffusion ability. The specific relationship can be characterized by the following formula [17, 27].

\[ J_{yk} = -\frac{d}{3} \delta^{D_f - 2} \sqrt{\frac{8}{\pi RTM}} \frac{dp}{dl}, \]

where \( \delta \) is the ratio of molecular diameter to local pore diameter, dimensionless; \( D_f \) is the fractal dimension of pore wall, dimensionless. When the fractal dimension is 2, it represents a smooth wall and has no effect on the gas transmission capacity; when the fractal dimension is 3, it represents a rough wall.

2.2. Slit Nanopores. In order to facilitate the investigation of pore morphology on gas transmission capacity, the aspect ratio is defined here (AR).

\[ AR = \frac{w}{h}, \]

where \( w \) is the width of slit hole, m; \( h \) is the height of slit hole, m.

When the Knudsen number is less than 0.001, the flow velocity of gas molecules on the wall is zero, which is a continuous flow. The specific expression can be seen from Hagen Poiseuille [47].

\[ J_{xc} = C(AR) \frac{wh^3}{12\mu RT} \frac{dp}{dl}, \]

where \( J_{xc} \) is the characterization of gas slippage flow transport capacity in slit holes, mol/s; \( C(AR) \) is the continuous flow correction coefficient of slit holes with different aspect ratios, dimensionless [26, 48].

\[ C(AR) = 1 - \frac{192}{AR\pi^5} \sum_{i=1,3,5,...} \frac{\tanh (i\pi AR/2)}{\pi^5}. \]

When the Knudsen number is between 0.001 and 0.1, the collision between gas and wall cannot be ignored. After a large number of molecular simulation and experimental results, for the slippage flow, the second-order slippage boundary condition is more reasonable than the first-order boundary slippage condition. At this time, the expression of gas slippage flow is provided.

\[ J_{xs} = C(AR) \frac{wh^3}{12\mu RT} \left( 1 + \frac{6Kn}{1 + K_n} \right) \frac{dp}{dl}, \]

where \( J_{xs} \) represents the gas slippage flow transmission capacity of slit hole, mol/s.

When the Knudsen number is greater than 10, the transmission mechanism of gas slit hole is Knudsen diffusion, and the collision frequency between molecules and wall dominates the transmission process. Considering the influence of cross-section shape, the Knudsen diffusion transmission capacity of gas bulk phase in slit hole can be expressed [26].

\[ J_{sk} = B(AR) \frac{wh^2}{\sqrt{2RTM}} \frac{dp}{dl}, \]

\[ B(AR) = \left[ AR^2 \ln \left( \frac{1}{AR} + \sqrt{1 + \frac{1}{AR^2}} \right) + AR \ln \left( AR + \sqrt{1 + AR^2} \right) - \left( \frac{AR^2 + 1}{3} \right)^{1.5} + \frac{1 + AR^3}{3} \right]. \]
where \( B(\text{AR}) \) is the Knudsen diffusion correction coefficient of slit holes with different aspect ratios, dimensionless. It can be seen from the expression that this value is only affected by the aspect ratio.

3. Model Establishment and Verification

3.1. Cylindrical Nanopores. Comprehensive analysis of the comparison results between existing models and molecular simulation shows that the majority of existing models are quite different from molecular simulation results, and only Wu’s model and Knudsen’s model perform well. Among them, the calculation results of Wu’s model are consistent with the molecular simulation data in the slippage flow domain, but there are large errors in the transition flow stage, which cannot accurately describe the gas bulk phase transmission capacity of the transition flow. Knudsen’s model is consistent with the molecular simulation results at high Knudsen number stage, but it will overestimate the bulk phase transport capacity of slipstream gas. Referring to Wu’s model which can accurately describe the slippage flow and Knudsen’s model which can accurately describe the stage of high Knudsen number, the weight factors of slippage flow and Knudsen diffusion are obtained, respectively. Coupling the mentioned two mechanisms, a nanoscale bulk-gas transport model in cylindrical pores, suitable for all Knudsen number, is obtained. The corresponding expression is given by

\[
J_y = \frac{1}{1 + 5 \text{Kn}} J_y + \frac{\text{Kn} + 2.507}{\text{Kn} + 3.095} J_y, \\
J_y = \frac{3\pi}{128 \text{B}^{x^{y/2}} \text{Kn} \left(1 + 4 \text{Kn} \right)} \frac{1}{1 + 5 \text{Kn}} + \frac{\text{Kn} + 2.507}{\text{Kn} + 3.095}, \\
J_y = \left(1 + 4 \text{Kn} \right) \frac{1}{1 + 5 \text{Kn}} + \frac{\text{B}^{x^{y/2}} \left(\text{Kn} + 2.507\right) \text{Kn} 128}{\text{Kn} + 3.095} 3\pi. 
\]

(13)

The proposed bulk-gas transport model without fitting parameters can accurately describe the characteristics of each flow mechanism. When the Knudsen number is extremely small, it will degenerate into a continuous flow equation according to formula (4), which is much greater than that at low Knudsen number, so formula (29) will degenerate into a continuous flow equation at low Knudsen number. When the Knudsen number is maximum, it can be directly reduced to Knudsen diffusion equation according to formula (29). When the flow mechanism is slippage flow and transition flow, it can be verified by comparing the calculated values of the model in this paper with the molecular simulation results. The specific comparison results are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Through the analysis of Figures 1 and 2, it can be seen that the nanopore phase transport model proposed in this paper can always maintain very high accuracy within the whole Knudsen range. Only when the Knudsen number is near 1, the gas transport capacity is slightly underestimated, but its accuracy is still higher than that of Knudsen model. So far, the reliability of the proposed bulk phase transport model without fitting parameters for all Knudsen numbers has been verified, and its high-precision characteristics are shown by comparison with Wu model and Knudsen model.

3.2. Slit Nanopores. Based on the proposed nonfitting parameter nanotube bulk phase transport model and referring to its basic form of weight factor, the slip flow equation and Knudsen diffusion equation applicable to slit hole are coupled, that is, formula (10) and formula (11), and the nonfitting parameter slit hole bulk phase transport model is established. The specific expression is as follows:

\[
J_{xx} = \frac{1}{1 + 6 \text{Kn}} J_{xx} + \frac{\text{Kn} + 2.45}{\text{Kn} + 3.6} J_{xk}, \\
J_{xx} = \frac{C(\text{AR})}{6 \text{Kn}} \left(1 + 6 \text{Kn} \right) \frac{1}{1 + \text{Kn}} + \frac{\text{Kn} + 2.45}{\text{Kn} + 3.6} B(\text{AR}), \\
J_{xx} = \frac{1}{1 + 6 \text{Kn}} \frac{6 \text{Kn}}{1 + \text{Kn}} C(\text{AR}) + B(\text{AR}) \frac{\text{Kn} + 2.45}{\text{Kn} + 3.6} 6 \text{Kn}. 
\]

(14)

Similarly, when the Knudsen number is extremely high, the slit hole model, i.e., formula (32), can be reduced to Knudsen diffusion equation, and when the Knudsen number is extremely small, the model can be reduced to continuity equation. In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed nonfitting parameter model for the transmission capacity of different slit holes and its reliability in the stage of slippage flow and transition flow, the gas bulk phase transmission capacity of different aspect ratios (1, 2, and 4) in different Knudsen number ranges is calculated by the model, and the results are compared with the molecular simulation data [32].

By analyzing the comparison results of Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen that the calculation results of the volume phase transmission capacity of the slit pore model proposed in this paper for different forms of pores within the whole Knudsen range are always highly consistent with the molecular simulation data. At low Knudsen number, only when the aspect ratio is 2, there is a slight difference. At high Knudsen number, calculation results for the transmission capacity of different pore shape can always be consistent with the molecular simulation data. Therefore, the reliability and high-precision characteristics of the slit pore model are verified by comparison with the molecular simulation.

So far, the fitting parameter free circular hole model and slit hole model suitable for the whole Knudsen number range have been established for the first time, and their reliability and accuracy have been verified by comparing with molecular simulation results and existing models. Because the established circular hole and slit hole models do not contain fitting parameters and are suitable for the full Knudsen number with high accuracy, they show the practicability and simplicity that other models do not have. Next, the proposed model is used to study the effects of pore morphology (cylindrical nanopores and slit nanopores), pore scale, and reservoir pressure on gas bulk phase transmission capacity in
the process of gas reservoir development, and the transmission contribution of each transmission mechanism is quantitatively analyzed.

4. Results and Discussion

In the conventional reservoir, because it does not contain a large number of nanopores and the formation pressure is high, the reservoir flow mechanism will not change in the whole life production cycle of the gas well, and it is always continuous flow. In this case, the bulk phase transmission capacity is close to a constant. However, for coal and shale reservoirs with diverse nanopores, with the development, the reservoir pressure continues to decrease, and different production stages often correspond to different transmission types, so the nanopore phase transmission capacity will change greatly. Studying the gas transmission capacity of reservoirs in different production stages is helpful to formulate a reasonable gas production scheme and provide constructive suggestions for the formulation of gas reservoir development scheme. Assuming that the...
Figure 3: Comparison between proposed model and molecular simulation with low $Kn$.

Figure 4: Comparison between proposed model and molecular simulation with high $Kn$. 
reservoir temperature is 323 K, and taking methane as an example, the gas bulk phase transmission capacity in pores with different scales (1–50 nm) is calculated and analyzed, respectively. In view of the characterization of the continuous flow transmission capacity, which remains unchanged under the total Knudsen number, the change of nanopore transmission capacity with pressure is described by the change relationship with reservoir pressure.

According to the analysis of Figure 5, for the specific pore scale, the bulk-gas transport capacity shows an upward trend with the decrease of reservoir pressure. When the reservoir pressure is greater than 1 MPa, the bulk-gas transmission capacity of all pores increases slowly. When the reservoir pressure is less than 1 MPa, the bulk phase transmission capacity of pores increases rapidly, and the growth range increases with the decrease of pressure. For different forms of pores, at the same scale, the transmission capacity of slit nanopores is significantly higher than that of cylindrical nanopores, and transmission capacity of slit nanopores will increase with the increase of aspect ratio. In Figure 6, it can be seen that whether for circular pores or slit pores, under the same reservoir pressure, their bulk phase transmission capacity increases with the decrease of scale, and the growth range increases with the decrease of scale. It can also be seen from Figure 6 that although the transmission capacity of slit holes is stronger than that of cylindrical
Figure 7: Contribution of different gas transport mechanisms.

Figure 8: The bulk-gas transport capacity with different Kn values.
nanopores at the same pore size, both differences will gradually become narrow with the increase of pore scale. Therefore, when the pore size in the reservoir is greater than 30 nm, the bulk phase transmission capacity of circular pore and slit pore is basically the same. When the pore size in the reservoir is less than 30 nm, we should focus on the influence of pore morphology on the transmission capacity.

The models, suitable for cylindrical nanopores and slit nanopores, proposed in this paper are obtained by giving the expression of weight factor and coupling slippage flow and Knudsen diffusion. With the development of shale gas, the reservoir pressure decreases continuously, and the contribution of slippage flow and Knudsen diffusion to the overall transmission capacity will change. Here, the contribution factors of slippage flow and Knudsen diffusion to gas bulk phase transmission capacity are defined as follows.

\[
F_{sk} = \frac{1}{(1/1 + 5Kn)(Kn + 3.095/4.507)}f_{sk}/f_{sk} + 1, \\
F_{ss} = \frac{1}{1 + (1 + 5Kn)(Kn + 2.507/3.09)}f_{ss}/f_{ss}, \\
F_{sk} = \frac{1}{(1/1 + 6Kn)(Kn + 3.6/4.5)}f_{sk}/f_{sk} + 1, \\
F_{ss} = \frac{1}{1 + (1 + 6Kn)(Kn + 2.45/3.6)}f_{ss}/f_{ss}.
\]

It can be seen from Figure 7 that for pores of the same size and shape, with the increase of reservoir pressure, contribution of slippage flow gradually increases and the contribution of Knudsen diffusion gradually decreases. This is because the increase of pressure reduces the molecular average free path and Knudsen number, and the flow mechanism in pores changes from Knudsen diffusion to slippage flow. For the pores with the same size and different shapes, with the development, the contribution of Knudsen diffusion in the slit nanopores is always higher than that in the circular nanopores. For the same shape and different pore-scale pores, the analysis shows that the contribution of slippage flow in large-scale pores is higher than that in small pores. Through the analysis of Figure 7, it can also be seen that for the nanoscale pores analyzed in the figure, when the reservoir pressure is higher than 10 MPa, the transmission contribution of each transmission mechanism changes slowly, while when the reservoir pressure is lower than 10 MPa, the transmission mechanism changes sharply. It shows that in the actual gas reservoir production process, due to the concept of pressure drop funnel, there is a large pressure difference between the near well zone and the far well zone. The near well area is mainly affected by Knudsen diffusion, and the far well area is mainly affected by slippage flow mechanism.

Through the established models, the bulk phase transmission capacity of different forms of pores in the whole Knudsen number range is analyzed. It can be seen from the comparison in Figure 8 that for slit nanopores, the larger the aspect ratio of pores, the stronger the bulk phase transmission capacity. The transmission capacity of slit nanopores with AR = 4 is about 1.23 and 2 times that of slit nanopores with AR = 2 and AR = 1 in the whole Knudsen range. For the transmission capacity in cylindrical nanopores, when the Knudsen number is less than 0.1, its transmission capacity is higher than all slit nanopores. When the Knudsen number is between 0.1~10, the transmission capacity in cylindrical nanopores is lower than the slit hole transmission capacity of AR = 4. When the Knudsen number is greater than 10, the transmission capacity in cylindrical nanopores is lower than that in slit nanopores of AR = 2 and only higher than the slit hole with AR = 1.

5. Conclusions

(1) By fully comparing and analyzing the existing models and molecular simulation results, it is found that Wu’s model has high accuracy in the slippage flow stage, and Knudsen’s model is consistent with the molecular simulation results in the high Knudsen number stage. Using Wu’s model and Knudsen’s model for reference, the weight factors of slippage flow and Knudsen diffusion are obtained, respectively. The two mechanisms are coupled to obtain the nonfitting parameter bulk-gas transport model. According to the model for cylindrical nanopores, corresponding weight factors are modified to obtain the nonfitting parameter for slit nanopores.

(2) Under the same reservoir pressure, the bulk-gas transmission capacity of cylindrical nanopores and slit nanopores increases with the decrease of pore size. For different forms of pores, at the same scale, the transmission capacity of slit nanopores is significantly higher than that of cylindrical nanopores, and the transmission capacity of slit nanopores will increase with the increase of aspect ratio, but the difference between the two will gradually narrow with the increase of pore size. When the pore size in the reservoir is greater than 30 nm, bulk-gas transmission capacity of cylindrical and slit nanopores is basically the same.

(3) For slit nanopores, the larger the aspect ratio of pores, the stronger the bulk-gas transmission capacity. The transmission capacity of slit nanopores with AR = 4 is about 1.23 and 2 times that of slit pores with AR = 2 and AR = 1 in the whole Knudsen number range. For transmission capacity in cylindrical nanopores, when the Knudsen number is less than 0.1, its transmission capacity is higher than all slit nanopores analyzed in the calculation case. When Knudsen number is between 0.1~10, transmission capacity in cylindrical nanopores is lower than the slit nanopores of AR = 4. When Knudsen number is greater than 10, transmission capacity in cylindrical nanopores is lower than that of slit nanopores of AR = 2 and only higher than the slit nanopores with AR = 1.
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